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Abstract—In the modern era of digitalization smartphones are playing an important role in everyone's life. Smartphone's software is taking care of the needs of every individual in the form of virtual assistants. In the context of students, they provide incredible facilities such as online classes, online exams, tracking syllabus, etc. In this era of competition, it is necessary to keep an eye on important notices of different activities that are circulated by colleges or corresponding educational institutes because missing any notification may lead to loss of a great opportunity. Sometimes manual notice board fails in propagating the news or notices properly. This paper intends to solve the problems of propagating news and information and also alleviate the problem of traditional event managing procedures such as lots of paperwork, long queues at the registration desk, or offline payment issues. The objective of this project is to develop an android application which provides important news about events through the notification alerts. Moreover, students will be able to manage their event participation, such as reserving their seats in events, registering at the event site, and so on. More importantly, this application uses email verification to provide an easy way to verify the participant’s identities for the authentication process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, mobile phones have become popular with everybody since it is very convenient to use. Everyone uses mobile phones daily to connect with friends, family, and others. It has become a huge part of our life. It provides a wide range of information in every field such as education, courses, news, movies, etc. Smartphones are the most common computational device that is possessed by most of the students nowadays, which motivates them to create an android application that can spread information about events easily anytime, anywhere to every student.

This paper is about the “IMSEC EVENT BASH” android application which is one of the creations of motivation.

“IMSEC EVENTS BASH” android application helps the users to participate in events through online notices of the institution. It is a type of online notice board where students can easily get instant notifications. IMSEC EVENTS BASH brings the notices to the events dashboard where students can not only read notices but also immediately react and respond to them using a contact option provided in the application for any query. The user can also enroll in the events through its user interface. The user will receive notifications regarding college activities like placements, seminars, conferences, sports, and cultural events in their notification section. This innovative app allows the students to get the notifications about the events directly after downloading the application in their android phones and then logging themselves into the application for registration of the events & paying the required amount after registration. Users can pay the required amount by using any UPI Id. Some of the supported payment apps are google pay, amazon pay, Paytm, BHIM, Phonepe. After a successful registration confirmation email is sent to the user's registered email Id. They can also give suggestions and can also ask queries while registering for the event through the portal provided in the application itself. Admin can delete the past events. Add new events, provide the details about any particular event and whom to contact for further more details of that corresponding event.

Another important feature is that special permissions are provided based on the designation. Only Principal, HOD, and faculties are allowed to add new event details. This paper aims to provide the app features that help the students to overcome the problems of not getting the notices in time.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

This paper proposes the idea of implementing an android application that uses technologies like Android studio, Kotlin, XML, along with the firebase database. A lot of previous work related to this topic has been carried out. This paperwork suggests the idea to improve the previous ideas by reducing the charge of database maintenance and time consumption in app development by using Kotlin. Durelli et al (2018) explained Kotlin as a multi-paradigm language, supporting both object-oriented and functional programming paradigms,
i.e., it allows developers to combine them, as with most modern languages nowadays [1]. According to Oliveira et al (2020) Google has announced Kotlin as one of the officially supported languages for Android app development [2]. Google itself has mentioned some effective reasons for choosing Kotlin as an android app development language such as “it is concise, expressive, and designed to be null-safe”. XML stands for Extensible Markup Language it is specially designed for the Internet. According to Jiang et al (2019) the focus of XML is on managing the data itself, not on the style of the data, and the display of the data is left to another technique [8]. In the reference of works on android app development, based on the interaction between college and students, there had been a lot of significant works like online attendance system, Online assignments submission, Online Assessments, etc. This paper can be termed as a new bead in the digitalization chain of the academic curriculum. As, Jacksi et al (2018) explained their work in the form of a website that has been designed to ensure up to date information of the college events, to improve the college event management record, and to enlarge the interest of students towards college events [3]. Also, Honglei et al (2016) and Akhila et al (2013) designed a student tracker system that has been developed for the android platform. It monitors the online attendance of students [4,5]. Kokate et al (2014) developed an ERP system to maintain the records of students in colleges and universities [6]. Singh et al (2016) described their work in the form of a web portal for the Student Management system that has been developed using HTML and SQL [7]. Other platforms like google classrooms, class chat rooms, etc are also popular for college-student virtual interaction. The current paper is devoted to support the previous works to make the information easily reachable.

III. TECHNOLOGY STACK

A. Android Studio–

Android studio is a framework to develop android applications based on IntelliJ IDEA was released in 2014 which replaced Eclipse Android development tools. Java was replaced by Kotlin in May 2019 which is preferred by google’s language for application development. Android studio can be downloaded on Mac, Linux, Windows which provides robust static analysis and quickly fixes issues like security, performance, and correctness. Its Instant app run is less time consuming to rebuild the apk, installations made, and assemble changes immediately in apps. This framework has a great feature called Fast Emulator which is entirely like android phones for testing applications. It has a Visual Layout Editor which builds layout designs by adding distinct attributes, can be connected with Firebase database, and supports Kotlin. Android studio can build applications for various screen sizes as well as wear and gear devices.

B. Extensible Markup Language–

XML is used to design UI layouts and screen elements. The XML file is saved with the .xml extension. XML is designed UI layouts just as the same way to create web pages in Html. Basically in the XML, two application programming interfaces are DOM and SAX.

DOM

The Document Object Model is a programming API for HTML and XML documents. These documents have a hierarchy of informational units called nodes; DOM is a standard way of describing those nodes and the relationship between them. DOM aims to provide a standard programming interface that can be used in different environments and applications. It can be implemented with any language. It defines the logical structure of documents, which is similar to a tree and the way of accessing & manipulating documents. The methods of DOM allow programmatic access to the tree as one can change the structure, style, or content of a document. Nodes of XML documents have their attached event handlers so that once an event is triggered, the event handlers get executed. The DOM supports navigation in any direction and allows for modifications.

SAX

SAX stands for Simple API for XML. It is an event-driven online algorithm for parsing XML documents. It provides a mechanism for fast reading of data from an XML document that is an alternative that is provided by DOM. The working of SAX parser is different from the DOM parser. A SAX parser only needs to report each parsing event as it happens, and discard almost all the information once reported. It uses a callback function to inform the clients of the XML document structure. SAX parser can parse files of any size as it neither load any XML document into memory nor creates any object.
representation of the XML document so the memory usage is generally much smaller and does not increase.

C. Kotlin

Kotlin is a free, open-source, general-purpose programming language that is designed for Java Virtual Machine and developed by JetBrains. It is an Object-oriented programming language and is a better language than Java but still, both can exchange the information and use it. Kotlin is concise and reduces the amount of code, is safe due to its avoidance of errors such as null pointer exceptions, is interoperable and tool friendly.

D. Firebase

Firebase as shown in Fig. above assists web and mobile platforms to build high-quality applications. It was developed in 2011 by Firebase, Inc. which was then obtained by Google in 2014. Firebase provides Backend as a service and is widely used by developers for the reason that it provides varied functionalities one of being popular is a Real-time database that synchronizes application data over android, IOS, web devices, and stores it on its another feature Firebase’s cloud.

The real-time database is a cloud-hosted database that gives secure access to the database to its users regardless of network quality and saves developers to invest high in hardware storage and the physical space occupied by data. Firebase is backed by Google cloud storage which offers advanced security, cost-effective, and sharing potentiality. Firebase Authentication is the feature that gives security to Apps which confirms clients over its application. It supports various sign-in providers such as Password, Email, phone number, Google, Twitter, Facebook, etc. Firebase cloud messaging also known as Google cloud messaging that provides messaging and notification at zero expense for Android, IOS, and web applications make Firebase superior to other databases.

Firebase services offer features that help to build better apps, improve app quality, have incredible built-in analytics, hosting, and even offer you to earn money and make growth in business.

IV. Methodology

The methodology is accomplished in two modules: First is the User Module and the Second is the Admin Module.

A. User Module-

- **Enter Login Credentials** - In this User opens the installed application and enters his/her login credentials.
- **Event Details** - When the user successfully login, a list of events is displayed containing all information about it.
- **Registration** - Users can register into an event according to his/her interests by tapping onto the Register option and thereby giving details.
- **Email Notification** - On Successful registration, the User gets the notification about the registration in their registered email id.
- **Payment** - Payment is done as per the requirement of an event by using GooglePay, AmazonPay, Paytm, PhonePe, UPI.
- **Event’s History** - In this Users can see who has participated in the event and can also share with other people.
- **Event Notification** - The user gets the notification about the new events.

Fig. 1. (a) Login page (b) List of events
Fig. 2. (a) Registration Details  (b) Payment page

Fig. 3. (a) Event notification on a mobile phone.

Fig. 3. (b) Message received at Registered Email Id

Fig 4(g) describes the whole procedure at the student module end as when the student login with their authenticated credentials, a list of events will open and then the student can register in any particular event according to their field of interest and can confirm their seat after the payment through email. Student can also share their event details with anyone.

(g) Fig.4(g) Flowchart of the student module
B. Admin Module-

As shown in the Fig. 6(a) depicts the flowchart of the admin module. Admin login in the app with the particular Id and password. On successful login, admin can add new events by filling the details of events, delete or disable past events, share the details who have registered, can contact the developer, check the history of the events, and check the status of every user. Admin can log out of the app at any time.

This module can perform the following functionalities:
- Add New Event – Admin can add new events.
- Delete Event– Admin can delete events.
- Share details- Admin can also share details of events with other people.
- Events history- Admin can also see the history of events just like users.

V. CONCLUSION

This project has tried to analyze the existing systems which are currently used by colleges to notify students about the activities which are manual, time-consuming, and require too much manpower. To overcome these issues, a system has been proposed which is an android application that aims to provide notification of events to students anytime, anywhere easily.

This paper is an effort to implement the following features and to eliminate corresponding issues:
- To reduce the difficulties in the participation procedure of the events.
- To bind the students with cultural as well as sports activities so that they can learn other activities too.
- To promote digital transactions using UPI.
- To spread the details of the events among students.
- To send alert notifications to the users to increase the number of participants in the events.
- To reduce the overhead to check manual notice boards.
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